
Isolation of a mixture of 
microorganisms 



Streak plate method 

•  Purpose: to obtain isolated colonies of an 
organism on an agar plate.  This is useful 
when you need to separate organisms in a 
mixed culture or when you need to study 
the colony morphology of an organism in 
pure culture.  
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•  Principle: By spreading a 
large amount of bacteria 
over the large surface 
area of a plate, the 
amount of bacteria is 
diluted until individual 
cells are spread on the 
surface of the plate.  
From these individual 
cells, isolated colonies 
arise.   
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•  Materials: you are supplied with: 
 - Sterile Petri dish 
 - Molten nutrient agar tube 
 - Mixed bacterial culture 
 - Inoculating loop 
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•  Procedure: 
 1- Label the base of 

your plate using a 
marker as shown in 
the figure 

2- Pour the nutrient agar 
tube and leave to cool 

3- Flame the loop to 
sterilize it and let cool 
in the neck of  the 
bacterial  culture tube 

4- Take one loopful from 
the bacterial culture  
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•  5- Position the plate 
so that group 1 is 
opposite to your hand 

•  6- Lift the plate lid 
just enough to get the 
loop inside the plate 

•  7-Move the loop (by 
touching the suface 
of agar plate gently) 
back and forth across 
lines of group 1 
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8- remove the loop, flame it, then 
allow to cool 

9- Position your plate, so that  

group 2 is opposite to your hand 

10- streak at group 2, take care 

 to  cross over group A  (pass 

 by the intersection) to pick some 
inoculum  

11- Reflame the loop and cool it.  

12- Repeat this procedure to 
streak group 3, then group 4 

13- incubate your plate (inverted) 
at 37 C for 24 hrs 
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Results 

These plates are good examples of streak plate technique. 
Isolated colonies are visible.  Plate B shows 3 types of 
colonies, the other plate shows a pure culture. 



Bad examples of streak plate 
technique 

  In the plate on the left no isolated colonies are present. More than one 
loopfuls of bacterial culture are taken, or the loop wasn't flamed between each 
group. In the plate on the right isolated colonies are produced but large fuzzy 
white colonies  indicating contamination are seen. The lid  may be lifted for long 
time 



Results 
•  Description of isolated colonies 
 1- shape (circular-irregular)              
 2- size ( small- medium- large)                               
 3- color                                
 4- margin ( entire- irregular) 
 5- surface: (smooth, rough, shiny) 
 6- optical characters ( transparent- opaque- 

translucent) 
 7- elevation (flat- convex- raised)  
 8- texture (soft- hard- mucoid) 
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